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It was reported that an interlayer with intermediate phonon spectra between two dielectric materials

could reduce the phononic interfacial thermal resistance. In this work, we show that an appropriate

choice of interlayer materials with relatively strong electron-phonon coupling could significantly

enhance interfacial thermal transport across metal-dielectric interfaces. Our Boltzmann transport

simulations demonstrate that such enhancement is achieved by the elimination of electron-phonon

nonequilibrium near the original metal-dielectric interface. Moreover, we reveal that interlayer can

substantially accelerate hot electron cooling in thin films with weak electron-phonon coupling, for

example, Cu, Ag, and Au, supported on a dielectric substrate. At the same time, lattice heating in

the thin film is largely reduced. VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4941347]

I. INTRODUCTION

As the feature size in many current and emerging elec-

tronic and photonic devices shrinks to the sub-100 nm regime,

interfaces between different components begin to dominate

the overall heat transfer characteristics.1 Controlling interfa-

cial thermal transport has thereby become an inevitable chal-

lenge for thermal management of those devices.

In addition to engineering the thermal conductivity of

materials for thermal management,2–8,49 previous studies

have also demonstrated various schemes to manipulate ther-

mal transport across solid-solid interfaces, for example,

introduction of interface roughness,9 modification of interfa-

cial bonding,10–12 hierarchical alignment of multiple interfa-

ces,13–15 and insertion of an interlayer with intermediate

vibrational properties between the two materials.11,16 The

aforementioned schemes primarily focus on engineering

phonon transport, while much less attention17–19 was paid to

the electron side. Moreover, it was revealed that electron-

phonon interaction plays an important role in thermal trans-

port across metal-dielectric interfaces,20,21 suggesting the

feasibility of controlling interfacial thermal transport by

manipulating the electron degree-of-freedom.

The coexistence of electron and phonon channels, how-

ever, makes thermal transport occur in a rather complicated

manner. In pump-probe experiments,22 for instance, laser

radiation rapidly elevates the electron temperature to thou-

sands of Kelvin in a time scale of tens to hundreds of

femtoseconds, while the lattice (phonons) remains cool.

Subsequently, the deposition of heat from hot electrons to

cold phonons occurs in a time scale of the order of electron-

phonon relaxation time (1–10 ps), which renders the elec-

trons and phonons almost in thermal equilibrium with each

other yet still at a temperature higher than the substrate.

Finally, the gradual heat dissipation across the interface and

then into the substrate starts to dominate in a time span

of nanoseconds. Obviously, the transient thermal process

described above is characterized by the dominance of differ-

ent thermal transport channels in a sequential manner. In

contrast, steady-state thermal transport reflects the summa-

tion of all the existing channels. A rigorous understanding of

the above thermal transport processes is therefore important

for the management of the overall heat transfer characteris-

tics of electronic and photonic devices.

In this work, we strive to understand various heat trans-

fer pathways and evaluate the effect of interlayer on interfa-

cial thermal transport and hot electron cooling dynamics in

metal-dielectric systems. In our previous work, we estimated

that the interfacial thermal conductance of Au-Si interface

could be significantly enhanced by adding a thin interlayer

of metal with strong electron-phonon coupling, such as Al,

Ni, Ti, and Cr.18 This is because such an interlayer can read-

ily drag electron and phonon into thermal equilibrium, which

reduces the thermal resistance associated with the electron-

phonon nonequilibrium near the metal-semiconductor inter-

face.21 Herein we perform more quantitative predictions,

including relevant electron-phonon coupling and phonon

transmission processes, to show that applying an appropriate

interlayer can be a practical way to enhance thermal trans-

port across metal-dielectric interfaces. Moreover, we also

evaluate the effect of interlayer on hot electron cooling

dynamics during ultrafast laser heating. We will show that

this is of practical importance because of interlayer’s two

competing effects on a device: on one hand, it reduces lattice

heating and thereby extending device lifetime; on the other

hand, it accelerates the energy loss of hot electrons, which

degrades energy efficiency.

This paper proceeds as follows. In Section II, we

describe the two-temperature Boltzmann transport equation

(BTE) method to simulate electron-phonon coupled thermal

transport. In Section III, we briefly present calculations ofa)Electronic mail: ruan@purdue.edu
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the input parameters for the BTE simulations, such as elec-

tronic/phononic thermal conductivity and interfacial thermal

conductance. In Section IV, we evaluate the effect of Al and

Pt interlayers on steady-state interfacial thermal transport

and ultrafast hot electron cooling dynamics in Au-Si

systems.

II. TWO-TEMPERATURE BOLTZMANN TRANSPORT
EQUATION

We combine the BTE method with the two-temperature

model (TTM) by including an electron-phonon coupling

term in both the phononic and the electronic BTEs

@ee

@t
þ ve � ree ¼

e0
e � ee

se
� Gep Te � Tpð Þ þ _re; (1a)

@ep

@t
þ vp � rep ¼

e0
p � ep

sp
þ Gep Te � Tpð Þ þ _rp; (1b)

where ee and ep are the energy density of electrons and pho-

nons,23,24 respectively, and Gep is the electron-phonon cou-

pling constant. ee and ep are related to the electron and

phonon temperatures via ee ¼ 0:5ceT2
e

25 and ep ¼ CpTp

(classical limit), where ce is the electron heat capacity

constant and Cp is the phonon heat capacity. In addition, v

denotes velocity, s is relaxation time, and _r is volumetric

heat generation rate.

The lattice Boltzmann method26 (LBM) is used to solve

the above BTE equations in the metal film. The simulation

domain is divided into discrete grids (finite volumes) of size

Dxd , with d denoting the dimension. In the two-temperature

BTE, Eqs. 1(a) and 1(b) are discretized as follows:

ee;a;xþDxe;tþDt ¼ 1� weð Þee;a;x;t þ wee0
e;a;x;t

� Gep

e0
e;a;x;t

ce
�

e0
p;a;x;t

cp

" #
Dt; (2a)

ep;a;xþDxp;tþDt ¼ 1� wpð Þep;a;x;t þ wpe0
p;a;x;t

þ Gep

e0
e;a;x;t

ce
�

e0
p;a;x;t

cp

" #
Dt; (2b)

where a is the index for transport directions, which is either for-

ward þ or backward – in the 1D BTE here. e0
e and e0

p are the

equilibrium energy density of electrons and phonons, which are

approximated as ðee;þ þ ee;�Þ=2 and ðep;þ þ ep;�Þ=2, respec-

tively. In addition, we ¼ Dt=se and wp ¼ Dt=sp, where se

and sp denote the relaxation time of electrons and phonons,

respectively. In this work, the computational grid size is

mode-dependent, that is, Dxe ¼ veDt and Dxp ¼ vpDt, which

is different from the mode-dependent time step size scheme

used in previous LBM-based BTE calculations.27 We note

that ve � vp in most metals and semiconductors, with the for-

mer usually being close to the Fermi velocity vf (on the order

of 1� 106 m/s) and the latter approximately being the pho-

non group velocity vs (on the order of 1� 103 m/s). The great

mismatch between vf and vs makes Dxe and Dxp differ by

almost three orders of magnitude. As a result, each electron

grid is coupled to thousands of phonon grids.

The fact that the thickness of the thin film is usually

between 20 and 200 nm while the substrate is usually much

thicker renders a full BTE calculation for both sides rather

computationally demanding, especially when multiple pho-

non modes or electron modes are included. Because the sub-

strate is usually much thicker than the mean-free-path of the

heat carriers, we use the diffusive TTM

Ce
@Te

@t
¼ r � jerTeð Þ � Gep Te � Tpð Þ þ _re; (3a)

Cp
@Tp

@t
¼ r � jprTpð Þ þ Gep Te � Tpð Þ þ _rp; (3b)

to model the heat transfer in the substrate. In the above

equations, C, T, j, and _r are the heat capacity, temperature,

thermal conductivity, and volumetric heat generation rate

of electrons (subscript e) and phonons (subscript p),

respectively.

In the diffusive TTM calculation, the phonon channel

and the electron channel are discretized uniformly with the

same DxF, and Eqs. 3(a) and 3(b) are discretized and rear-

ranged as

Te;x;tþDt ¼ð1� 2ae � bepÞTe;x;t

þ aeðTe;xþDxF;t þ Te;x�DxF;tÞ þ bepTp;x;t; (4a)

Tp;x;tþDt ¼ð1� 2ap � bpeÞTp;x;t

þ apðTp;xþDxF;t þ Tp;x�DxF;tÞ þ bpeTe;x;t; (4b)

where ae ¼ Dtje=½ceðDxFÞ2�; bep ¼ DtGep=ce; ap ¼ Dtjp=
½cpðDxFÞ2�, and bpe ¼ DtGep=cp. This coupled BTE-Fourier

scheme is able to capture the ballistic nature of heat transfer

in the metal film and account for the diffusive thermal trans-

port inside the substrate effectively and efficiently, which

has been used for phonon transport previously.28

III. INPUT PARAMETERS

The BTE simulation described in Section II requires

several input parameters: velocity v, heat capacity c (or the

electron heat capacity constant c), and lifetime s of electrons

and phonons, as well as the electron-phonon coupling con-

stant Gep. The values of ve, c, and Gep can be obtained from

literature, while the calculation of other parameters is pre-

sented in this section.

A. Bulk properties: vp; cp ; sp, and se

In metals, both phonon and electron contribute to ther-

mal transport. As the total thermal conductivity jtot and elec-

trical conductivity r of metals are usually available, one can

roughly estimate the phononic part based on

jtot ¼ jp þ je; (5)

in which the electronic thermal conductivity je can be esti-

mated by the Wiedemann-Franz law
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je ¼ LTr; (6)

where L is the Lorenz number. The Sommerfeld value of

2:44� 10�8 WXK�2 was derived for L in degenerate metals,

semi-metals, or semiconductors. However, we note that

Eq. (5) is a rather rough approach to estimate jp.29 Herein

we adopt the jp, heat capacity, and phonon dispersion rela-

tions obtained from first-principles calculations.30 We will

solve the BTE equations under a gray approximation where

average phonon properties are used. vp is calculated as the

average Brillouin Zone center group velocity (in the C-X
direction) of the three acoustic branches as

v�1
p ¼ ðv�1

LA þ v�1
TA;1 þ v�1

TA;2Þ=3; (7)

where LA and TA (two branches) denote the longitudinal

and transverse acoustic branch, respectively. The average

phonon relaxation time sp is estimated from the kinetic

theory

jp ¼ cpv
2
psp=3: (8)

It is worth mentioning that even though such gray

approximation has been widely used to interpret experi-

ments, it inherently neglects the influence of spectral phonon

and electron properties on heat transfer. In this work, we

deliberately choose to use a gray model because it is accurate

enough to capture the effect of interlayer on the overall heat

transfer characteristics of the system of interest, while a

more complicated spectral model is not necessary.

After we obtain jp, je can be obtained by Eq. (5) with a

knowledge of the experimental value of the total thermal

conductivity. The relaxation time of electrons can be esti-

mated in a similar way as Eq. (8) for phonons. Table I lists

the average phonon and electron properties of Au, Al, Pt,

and Si to be used in the BTE simulations.

B. Interfacial thermal transport properties

1. Phonon transmission

When two materials with dissimilar vibrational proper-

ties like those in Fig. 1(a) are put into contact, phonons

attempting to traverse the interface might be reflected, lead-

ing to interfacial thermal resistance Rpp, of which the inverse

is often referred to as interfacial thermal conductance Gpp.

Rpp can be estimated by approaches such as molecular

dynamics simulations, acoustic mismatch model,34 diffuse

mismatch model35 (DMM), and nonequilibrium Green’s

function approach.36 DMM cannot capture the effect of

coherent phonon transport on phonon transmission as

observed in systems containing multiple smooth, parallel

interfaces.13,15,37 However, it was developed based on the

assumption of diffuse phonon interface scattering, which at

the same time also suppresses coherent phonon trans-

port.13,15 Therefore, we limit this work to systems with rough

interfaces and use DMM to calculate phonon transmission

coefficients. In this work, the Rpp between two materials is

computed using full phonon dispersion relations over the

entire first Brillouin zone (FBZ) as38

R�1
pp ¼ Gpp ¼

1

VFBZNk

X
�k;v�kAx>0

�hx�kð Þ2

kBT2
v�kAxNAB;�k

� f x�k; Tð Þ f x�k; Tð Þ þ 1½ �; (9)

where VFBZ is the volume of the FBZ, �h is the reduced

Planck constant, and Nk is the number of grids we have

divided the FBZ into, that is, 16� 16� 16 uniform grids of

volume DVA and DVB. In addition, v�kAx is the group velocity

of a phonon mode with wavevector k and polarization � in

material A projected in the x direction, and f is the distribu-

tion function. The elastic phonon transmission coefficient

NAB for phonon transmission from material A to material B

is calculated using DMM as

NAB xð Þ ¼ DVB

P
�kv�kBxdx�k;x

DVA

P
�kv�kAxdx�k;x þ DVB

P
�kv�kBxdx�k;x

; (10)

where dx�k;x is the Kronecker delta function. The Rpp’s of

Au-Si, Au-Al, Au-Pt, Al-Si, and Pt-Si as a function of tem-

perature computed in this way are plotted in Fig. 1(b). It is

worth mentioning that the vibrational density of states of Al

and Pt are between those of Au and Si, as shown in Fig. 1(a).

As a result, both the Gpp of Au-Al/Pt and that of Al/Pt-Si are

higher than the Gpp of Au-Si. Therefore, adding a thin layer

of Al or Pt to Au-Si interface should not increase the effec-

tive interfacial thermal resistance significantly in terms of

phonon transport. Later we will see that a thin Al or Pt inter-

layer could even enhance interfacial thermal transport by

reducing the nonequilibrium between electrons and phonons

near the interface.

2. Electron transmission

Electron transmission across the interface between metal

and low-doped semiconductor is usually a thermionic emis-

sion process, which has an effective thermal conductance

lower than or comparable to its phonon counterpart.18

Moreover, the very low density of free electrons (or holes) in

the low-doped semiconductor renders it difficult for elec-

tronic heat to be dissipated further into the substrate.18

Therefore, the electron transmission channel is negligible in

metal-low-doped semiconductor systems.

TABLE I. Average phonon and electron properties of Au, Al, Pt, and Si

used in the BTE or Fourier calculations.

Quantity Au Al Pt Si

vp (�103 m/s) 1.85 3.43 1.91 6.40

cp (�106 J/m3 K) 2.40 2.43 2.67 1.66

sp (ps) 0.95 0.58 1.79 6.53

jp (W/m K) 2.6 5.5 5.8 148.0

jtot (W/m K) 314.031 205.031 71.631 148.0

je (W/m K) 311.4 199.5 65.8 N/A

ve (�106 m/s) 1.4032 2.0332 0.46 N/A

ce (W/m3 K2) 62.933 91.233 748.133 N/A

se ðfsÞ 25.3 5.3 4.1 N/A

Gep (�1016 W/m3 K) 2.633 24.633 108.733 N/A
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For electron transport across the interface between two

metals, Gundrum et al. extended the DMM for phonon to

electron.39 Specifically, the electronic interfacial thermal

resistance Ree can be computed as

R�1
ee ¼ Gee ¼

ZAZB

4 ZA þ ZBð Þ ; (11)

where ZA ¼ ce;Ave;A and ZB ¼ ce;Bve;B. As shown in Fig. 1(b),

the computed Ree’s are 1–2 orders of magnitude lower than

corresponding Rpp’s but are very close to the Ree’s measured

in the experiments of Gundrum et al. for metal-metal

interfaces.39

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Steady state thermal transport

In practical applications, a thin Cr, Ti, or Pt layer is

usually deposited on the Si substrate before the deposition of

the Au layer as an adhesion layer or diffusion barrier. It has

been reported that a Ti interlayer at the Au-Si interface can

enhance the effective thermal conductance significantly

owing to the enhanced bonding at the interface.11 We note

that Al and Pt have 1–2 orders of magnitude higher Gep than

Au, which may reduce the interfacial thermal resistance due

to electron-phonon nonequilibrium near the interface. To

assess this effect, we calculate the effective R for Au-Si

interfaces with and without an interlayer of Al or Pt, of

which the schematics are shown in Fig. 2(a).

In our simulations, we maintain the surface of the Au

film, as shown in Fig. 2(a), at 310 K while the bottom of the

Si substrate at 290 K. The effective interfacial thermal resist-

ance Reff is computed as

Reff ¼
20K

J
� lAu

jAu

� lSi

jSi

; (12)

where J is the heat flux (in W/m2), and lAu and lSi are the

thickness of the Au and Si segment, respectively.

FIG. 1. (a) The vibrational density of

states of Au, Al, Pt, and Si. (b) The

interfacial thermal resistance, elec-

tronic (Ree) or phononic (Rpp), for vari-

ous interfaces.

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic illustration of

the simulated Au-Si and Au-interlayer-

Si systems. (b) The ratio of the effec-

tive interfacial thermal resistance, Reff ,

to the original interfacial thermal re-

sistance, Roriginal, as a function of inter-

layer thickness. (c) and (d)

Temperature profiles of electron and

phonon obtained in the simulation.
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In Fig. 2(b), we show the effective interfacial thermal

resistance normalized by that of a direct Au-Si interface

(Roriginal ¼ 1:33� 10�8 m2K/W) as a function of interlayer

thickness. To account for the possibility of non-ideal contact

between the Au film and the interlayer, which causes lower

Gee, additional simulations using 20% of the theoretical

value of Gee predicted by Eq. (11) are also conducted. The

artificially reduced Gee’s are much lower than the experi-

mental values for metal-metal interfaces reported in Ref. 39;

therefore, we assert that it can well represent the lower limit

of the Gee of well-welded Au-Al and Au-Pt interfaces. As we

can see in Fig. 2(b), for both ideal or non-ideal contact cases,

the interfacial thermal resistance is reduced significantly by

the interlayer, suggesting the robustness of this scheme to

enhance interfacial thermal transport. Reff is higher when Gee

is lower as it becomes more difficult for hot electrons in the

Au film to transport into the Al or Pt interlayer and then

equilibrate with phonons. Moreover, the effective interfacial

thermal resistance Reff increases with interlayer thickness,

since the thermal resistance of the interlayer itself increases

as linterlayer=jinterlayer.

Figures 2(c) and 2(d) are the temperature profiles of

electron and phonon obtained in our simulations on Au-Si

and Au-Pt-Si systems. A notable electron-phonon nonequili-

brium region can be seen near the interface in Fig. 2(c),

while this region is significantly reduced by the Pt interlayer,

as shown in Fig. 2(d). The elimination of the nonequilibrium

region leads to reduced Reff , as suggested theoretically in

Ref. 18.

Therefore, we conclude that interlayers can significantly

affect the thermal transport across metal/dielectric interfaces

if the heat dissipation across the original interface is limited

by large electron-phonon nonequilibrium. This is usually

true for metals with weak electron-phonon coupling, for

example, Cu, Ag, and Au, and interlayers with strong

electron-phonon coupling, for example, Al, Pt, Cr, and Ti.

B. Ultrafast electron cooling in Au thin films

The pump-probe technique has been used to evaluate

the electron-phonon coupling constant Gep of metals. In a

pump-probe measurement, a pump laser is injected to the

metal thin film in which the temperature of electrons can be

elevated to thousands of Kelvins in tens to hundreds of fem-

toseconds. Subsequently, the hot electrons are cooled down

by the colder lattice, and the cooling curve allows one to

evaluate Gep. Similar process also happens in practical appli-

cations such as heat-assisted magnetic recording. In this sec-

tion, we assess the effect of interlayers on hot electron

cooling dynamics in Au thin films.

The simulations are conducted to mimic pump-probe

experiments of Guo et al.,40 in which a pump laser with a

pulse width of 390 fs was used. All the parameters of the

laser in our simulations are the same as those in Ref. 40. In

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), we show the possible heat transfer path-

ways in the Au-Si system without (a) and with (b) an inter-

layer. When Au is in direct contact with Si, initially hot

electrons dissipate heat into the lattice through electron-

phonon coupling, and then the hot Au lattice transfers heat

into the Si lattice. When there is an interlayer between Au

and Si, an additional channel is created, in which hot elec-

trons carry heat into the interlayer and deposit heat into the

interlayer lattice. If the interlayer has much higher Gep than

Au, the lattice temperature of the interlayer increases more

quickly than Au. This leads to backflow of phononic heat

from the interlayer to the Au lattice. The above heat transfer

pathways are indicated as (I), (II), and (III), and their effect

on lattice heating will be discussed later. The direction indi-

cated by the dashed arrow for channel (III) is when the inter-

layer has lower Gep than Au. In fact, another possible

channel, direct coupling between electrons in the Au film

and the substrate, may contribute to interfacial thermal

conductance.40–42 However, the existence of such electron-

substrate coupling channel is neither unambiguously

confirmed nor well understood.42–45 Therefore, it is not con-

sidered at the moment in this paper.

As shown in Fig. 3(c), the electron temperature

increases to 2000–3000 K within hundreds of femtoseconds

and then decreases at a much lower speed. Moreover, adding

an interlayer accelerates hot electron cooling substantially.

The acceleration arises from the new electron cooling

FIG. 3. (a) Heat transfer channels in Au-Si without an interlayer. (I) and (II) denote lattice heat transfer channels, with (I) denoting electron-phonon coupling

while (II) denoting phonon transmission into the substrate. (b) Heat transfer channels in Au-Si with an interlayer. (I) denotes the same process as that in (a),

while (III) denotes backflow of heat from the hotter interlayer lattice to the Au lattice. The heat flow direction indicated by the dashed arrow is also possible,

for example, when Gep of the interlayer is lower than that of Au. (c) Transient electron temperature at the surface of an Au thin film for different interlayer

thickness, Gee between Au film and interlayer, and interlayer material.
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channel created by the interlayer, as shown in Fig. 3(b).

Specifically, hot electrons in Au can readily transmit across

the Au-Al or Au-Pt interface and then rapidly dissipate heat

into the Al or Pt lattice due to their high Gep. To consider the

effect of interface nonideality, we also conduct additional

simulations in which we reduce the Gee of Au-interlayer

interface to 20% of the theoretical value. It is obvious that

even for the reduced Gee cases, a Pt or Al interlayer can

accelerate hot electron cooling substantially. We also study

the effect of interlayer thickness by simulating two different

structures: one with a 10-nm thick interlayer while the other

with a 20-nm interlayer. As shown in Fig. 3(c), electron

temperature drops more quickly in the case with thicker

interlayer. This is because a thicker interlayer has a larger

volume V to absorb electronic heat through electron-phonon

coupling, of which the heat transfer rate is on the order of

Gep;interlayerVinterlayer.

In Fig. 4(a), we show the lattice temperature rise

(Tp � 300 K) as a function of time. As we can see, the lattice

temperature of the Au film in the no-interlayer case increases

at the beginning due to electron-phonon coupling (channel

I), and decreases thereafter due to heat dissipation into the

substrate (channel II). The above two competing processes, I

and II, lead to a maximum lattice temperature (Tp;max), which

is an important factor determining the lifetime of devices. In

many applications, a high Tp;max degrades or even destroys

the device and therefore should be minimized. As we can

see, adding an interlayer of Al or Pt helps to reduce Tp;max

significantly. For the cases with interlayers, as shown in Fig.

4(a), the lattice temperature of Au increases at two distinctly

different speeds. Similar to the no-interlayer case, the initial

fast increase in Tp is due to electron-phonon coupling, while

the subsequent slower increase is caused by phononic heat

transfer from the hotter lattice of the interlayer (channel III).

Moreover, thicker interlayer or higher Gee between the Au

film and the interlayer reduces Tp;max more significantly.

The above observations can be understood more clearly

by Fig. 4(b), where we plot the lattice temperature rise in the

interlayer as a function of time. Comparing Figs. 4(a) and

4(b), we can see that the temperature rise in the interlayer is

much higher than that in the Au film. This is because the hot

electrons in the Au film transfer heat into the interlayer

quickly due to the high Gee and then dissipate heat into the

interlayer lattice rapidly due to the high Gep. The above

channel is much more efficient in transferring heat from hot

electrons to the lattice than the electron-phonon coupling

channel in the Au film, which has much lower Gep than Pt

and Al. As a result, most of the electron energy is deposited

into the interlayer lattice rather than the Au lattice. Similar

sub-surface heating phenomena have been observed for

Au-Cr multilayers,17 Ag film-Cu substrate systems,46,47 and

Au-Pt bilayers.48 Moreover, a higher Gee leads to faster

transfer of electronic heat from Au film to the interlayer and

a thicker interlayer has a larger volume to absorb electronic

heat, of which both reduce the lattice temperature rise in Au.

As a final remark of this section, we note that adding an

interlayer of Al or Pt to the Au-Si interface has two-fold

effects on the heat transfer characteristics of the system. On

one hand, it accelerates hot electron cooling and thereby

causes more energy loss, which should be minimized for

energy efficiency; on the other hand, it reduces lattice heat-

ing in the Au thin film significantly, which could assist in

maintaining a longer device lifetime. This means that sophis-

ticated thermal design is needed to achieve an optimal

balance between device performance and lifetime.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we conducted BTE simulations to study

electron-phonon coupled thermal transport in Au-Si systems.

We demonstrated that by applying an interlayer with stron-

ger electron-phonon coupling than the original metal film,

the effective interfacial thermal resistance can be signifi-

cantly reduced. This is because the interlayer can drag elec-

trons and phonons back into equilibrium efficiently, thereby

reducing the resistance caused by the nonequilibrium

between electrons and phonons. Moreover, we observed that

interlayers can also cause a faster energy loss of hot elec-

trons. The reduced interfacial resistance and accelerated

electron cooling impose a tradeoff between the lifetime and

the energy efficiency of the device, which requires sophisti-

cated thermal design.
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